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Topical Group Co-Conveners

EF01: EW Physics: Higgs Boson properties and couplings Sally Dawson 
(BNL)

Andrey Korytov 
(U Florida)

Caterina Vernieri 
(SLAC)

EF02: EW Physics: Higgs Boson as a portal to new physics Patrick Meade 
(Stony Brook) 

Isobel Ojalvo 
(Princeton)

EF03: EW Physics: Heavy flavor and top quark physics Reinhard Schwienhorst (MSU) Doreen Wackeroth (Buffalo) 

EF04: EW Physics: EW Precision Physics and constraining new 
physics 

Alberto Belloni (Maryland) Ayres Freitas (Pittsburgh) Junping Tian (Tokyo)

EF05: QCD and strong interactions: Precision QCD Michael Begel 
(BNL)

Stefan Hoeche (FNAL) Michael Schmitt 
(Northwestern)

EF06: QCD and strong interactions: Hadronic structure and forward 
QCD

Huey-Wen Lin 
(MSU) 

Pavel Nadolsky (SMU) Christophe Royon 
(Kansas) 

EF07: QCD and strong interactions: Heavy Ions Yen-Jie Lee 
(MIT)

Swagato Mukherjee 
(BNL)

EF08: BSM: Model specific explorations Jim Hirschauer 
(FNAL)

Elliot Lipeles 
(UPenn)

Nausheen Shah (Wayne 
State)

EF09: BSM: More general explorations Tulika Bose  
(U Wisconsin-Madison)

 Zhen Liu 
(Maryland)

Simone Griso 
(LBL)

EF10: BSM: Dark Matter at colliders Caterina Doglioni 
(Lund)

LianTao Wang (Chicago) Antonio Boveia      (Ohio 
State)

Energy Frontier Topical Groups 
Ten Topical Groups focused on Electroweak, QCD, BSM physics



Liaisons, task forces, cross-frontier fora

Muon Collider Forum Coordinators
EF: Kevin Black (U. Wisconsin-Madison), Sergo Jindariani (Fermilab)
AF: Derun Li (LBNL), Diktys Stratakis (Fermilab)
TF:  Patrick Meade (Stony Brook U.), Fabio Maltoni (Louvain U., Bologna)

e+e- Collider Forum Coordinators
EF: Maria Chamizo Llatas (BNL), Sridhara Dasu (Wisconsin)
AF: Emilio Nanni (SLAC), John Power (ANL)
IF: Ulrich Heintz (Brown), Steve Wagner (Colorado)

Monte Carlo task force and production team
Coordinated by John Stupak (U. Oklahoma)
1) Assess the MC needs ⇒ “Task force” 
2) Produce MC samples ⇒ “Production Team” Early Career Representative

● Grace Cumming (U.Virginia)
● Matt Le Blanc (U.Arizona)



Synergies between EF TG and Other Frontiers

Electroweak (EF01-02-03-04)

● BSM Higgs
● EW measurements as inputs to reinterpretations

QCD and Strong Interactions (EF05-06-07)

● Accuracy of future MC event generators (with CompF)
● Forward Phys and Neutrinos (with NF)
● Hadron spectroscopy (with RF) 

● EW physics in HI
● Jet substructure
● BSM Searches in HI

● H/Z/top/mesons rare decays etc. (with EW groups)
● BSM interplay with EFT
● H/Z/top/mesons rare decays etc.
● Complementarity of DM searches with fixed target, direct detection (with CF & RF)
● Projections for FASER/CODEX-b/Mathusla, etc. (with RF)

BSM (EF08-09-10)

Rare Processes 
and Precision 
Meas. Frontier

Cosmic 
Frontier

Computational 
Frontier

Neutrino 
Frontier

Instrum. 
Frontier

Accel. 
Frontier

Theory 
Frontier

TF-EF broad interaction, mainly through TF06, TF07, TF08



Energy Frontier Meetings 

● EF slowed down activities in 2021 until June
○ Community continued to work collaboratively
○ Monte Carlo production activities continued to 

support the needs of EF
○ Occasional and informal Topical Group 

‘conversations’ to assure scientific continuity and 
support of ongoing activities

● EF Restart Workshop, Aug. 30-Sept. 3 2021: https://indico.fnal.gov/event/49756/
○ Many interesting talks in plenary and parallel sessions
○ Joint parallel sessions with CompF and CF
○ Unstructured discussion sessions with CEF and AF

● EF Workshop, March 28 - April 1st 2022: https://indico.fnal.gov/event/52465/

○ Regroup after the submission of Contribute Papers (deadline: March 15)
○ Mostly plenary sessions, summaries of highlights from Topical Groups
○ Sessions dedicated to highlights from TF, CompF, IF
○ Discussion of outcomes from recent Snowmass Agora on Future Colliders
○ Discussion sessions to outline of Topical Group Reports
○ Discussion sessions to build and formulate EF vision towards final EF Report

• Energy Frontier Kick-off Meeting, May 21, 2020, 
see agenda

• Energy Frontier Workshop “Open Questions 
and New Ideas”, July 20-22, 2020, 

• Snowmass CPM Meeting: EF Report (Oct. 
2020): focus points and key questions.

2020
2021

Please complete
Pre-registration Survey

https://indico.fnal.gov/event/49756/
https://indico.fnal.gov/event/52465/
https://indico.fnal.gov/event/24264/
https://indico.fnal.gov/event/43963/timetable/?view=standard
https://indico.fnal.gov/event/43963/timetable/?view=standard
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSd6X3EZVYDYU9wUa0BDOkY_qggwO49bCzzBjXeeyy1vLys49g/viewform


EF Introduction, CPM, Oct 5-8, 2020

Probing the energy scale for new physics 

Probing the energy scale for new physics

How can we do better?

Patrick Meade

Reach in new physics scale from both 
direct and indirect searches



Key physics questions of the EF program

What is the origin of the electroweak scale?

The Higgs discovery has given us a unique handle on BSM physics and any future plan 
needs to make the most out of it.

● Can we uncover the nature of UV physics from precision Higgs measurements (mass, 
width, couplings)? How does this improve the constraining power of global EW fits? 

● Can we measure the shape of the Higgs potential?

● Can the Higgs give us insight into flavor and vice versa? 

● What are the implications for Naturalness?

● Can constraints come from phenomena not yet considered or accessible at colliders?

➢ Focus points for EW and BSM Topical Groups



Key physics questions of the EF program
How to build a complete program of BSM searches via both model-specific 
and model independent explorations?

● Models connect the high-level unanswered questions in particle physics (dark matter, 
electroweak naturalness, CP violation, etc) to specific phenomena in a self-consistent way. 

○ Allow the comparison of experimental reach between various approaches, e.g. direct searches vs 
precision. But ...

○ Which models to consider? How to compare model spaces in a consistent way?

● Study alternative paradigms with respect to traditional BSM searches (ex: long-lived and 
feebly-interacting particles). 

○ Can future detectors and accelerators probe such particles? (Including DM searches)

● How do we conduct searches in a more model-independent/agnostic way ?

● How do we compare the results of different experiments in a more model-independent way to 
ensure complementarity and avoid big gaps in coverage?

➢ Focus points for BSM Topical Groups



Key physics questions of the EF program
What can we learn of the nature of strong interactions in different regimes?

Fundamental (theory + phenomenology):
• What precision in αS can be reached by each future machine/experiment?

• Define the direction of future high-precision QCD calculations

• What is the evolution of jets as a function of energy at the EIC and at hadron colliders? 

• Are jets universal? If not, how do we deal with non-universality in our hadronization models?

• Explore PDFs coming from lattice calculations – how to benchmark them using conventional PDFs?

Data:
• Find a better way to analyze and study multiple-parton interactions and the underlying event.

• What can we learn about non-perturbative physics using minimum-bias events at the LHC?

Computing:
• Strengths and weaknesses of existing MC event generators – define what is needed for the future.

➢ Focus points for QCD Topical Groups



Key physics questions of the EF program
Finding answers generates more specific questions.

● What collider/detector properties are necessary to probe the Higgs self interactions?

● Explore a comprehensive range of future collider options to understand what is needed from 
the collider and experimental communities.

● Identify technologies which will lead to discoveries.

 And also
● What Theory calculations do we need to capitalize on? (signals, backgrounds, EWPO, input 

parameters such as mt or αs, event generators, ...) 

● Where does theoretical accuracy matter most? How to reduce theory systematics where needed?

● Where do new approaches in searches or data analysis matter most?

➢ Dialogue among frontiers, between theory and experiments, …



Muon 
Collider

CEPC 
SppC

CLIC
ILC

LHeC

- e+e-

- hadron-hadron
- hadron-electron

FCC

o CP^3, gamma-gamma?



Future Collider Scenarios & Timelines
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● Will add EIC and Muon Collider to this chart.
● Will consider new proposals that have come up during Snowmass 2021.

○ e.g. initiatives for C^3, gamma-gamma, plasma colliders etc.



Snowmass 2021: EF Benchmark Scenarios 

Other options to explore:
o Muon collider at a very high energy ( >30 TeV?) [Need to 

consolidate  growing list of c.o.m. energies]
o FCC pp >200 TeV? and ~75 TeV documenting sensitivity loss 
o Very high energy e+e- collider
o  Other emerging ideas:, e.g.  γ-γ collider, and the C3 e+e- collider 

[C3=Cool Copper Collider]



Snowmass Agora on Future Colliders

Series of events jointly organized by AF and EF, hosted by the Future Colliders initiative at 
Fermilab, to discuss both near and far future collider proposals, in different stages of 
development, synergistically grouped into five categories: 

● e+e- linear colliders (Dec. 15, 2021): https://indico.fnal.gov/event/52161/
● e+e- circular colliders (Jan. 19, 2022) https://indico.fnal.gov/event/52534/
● μ+μ- colliders (Feb. 16, 2022): https://indico.fnal.gov/event/53010/
● circular pp and ep colliders (Mar 16, 2022)
● advanced colliders (April 13, 2022)

Critical discussions of physics reach, challenges and RD required, synergies with global 
context and local resources, timeframe, cost projection.

Other specific dedicated meetings can be found on EF/AF Snowmass websites.

Will converge to dedicated discussion at the upcoming EF Workshop (March 28-April 1).

https://indico.fnal.gov/event/52161/
https://indico.fnal.gov/event/52534/
https://indico.fnal.gov/event/53010/


Highlights from 
EW Topical Groups
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EF04 - Precision physics and constraining new phys.

● Precision fits of SM observables
● Multi-boson signatures, and VBF, VBS processes
● (SM)EFT analyses of EWPO, Higgs, and top observables
● Correlations among exp. and theory uncert., 
● Modeling of EW and QCD uncert., and their combination

EF03 - Heavy flavor and top quark physics

● Heavy flavor production (top, bottom, and charm) 
● Top-quark properties (mass, couplings) and diff. measurements
● New top-quark production modes and rare decays
● Detection algorithms for top-quark identification 

EF02 - Higgs boson as a portal to new physics

● 1) Higgs as origin of EWSB, naturalness/fine-tuning portal to new 
physics, 2) Higgs and flavor, 3) Higgs and EW phase transition.

a. BSM Higgs: 2HDM, SUSY Higgs (A→Zh, LFV, Charged Higgs 
etc.), extra scalars, exotic decays, mono-Higgs searches

b. Composite Higgs (with BSM groups)
c. Effect on Higgs couplings to fermions/bosons and Higgs 

width from extending the scalar sector
d. Flavor violating Higgs production and decays
e. H→ hh

● Higgs rare decays

EF01 - Higgs boson properties and couplings

● Higgs mass and width
● Higgs couplings to SM gauge bosons and fermions
● Higgs production modes: inclusive and diff.measurements (incl. ttH)
● HH production (includes resonant production)
● Higgs self-coupling
● Anomalous couplings (including CP violation)
● Inputs to the Global Fit



Highlights from EF01 - Higgs boson properties and couplings
Conveners: Sally Dawson, Andrey Korytov, Caterina Vernieri

• Progress on understanding light fermion Yukawa couplings

• Electron Yukawa at FCC-ee with 4 years running, Y
e
 < 1.6 Y

e
SM

• Strange Yukawa?

• Charm Yukawa limit, |κ
c
| < 8.5 (CMS) motivates new studies 

• Searches for flavor violating H couplings motivated by LHC limits 
on H→μe, H→μτ  and by B flavor anomalies

• Progress on the inverse problem

• Planning for summary plots to map new physics phase space with 
constraints on EFT operators

● HH production

● HH is sensitive to a range of EFT operators, not just λ
3

○ Limits significantly degraded by inclusion of multiple EFT operators
● New Projections are being evaluated

○ Including prospects at the muon collider
● Discussions are ongoing to provide relevant benchmarks for BSM HH 

resonant and non-resonant interpretations
○ Dedicated discussions on the flavor assumptions

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2107.02686.pdf

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2107.02686.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1909.10235.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/2105.03007


Highlights from EF02 - Higgs boson as a portal to new physics
Conveners: Patrick Meade, Isobel Ojalvo

Higgs and Flavor
Global Fits

Higgs Quartic and Beyond

Recent Discussions: Higgs+X couplings, BSM Higgs complementarity with other frontiers.

Lots of synergy between EF01 and EF02: similar need for new experimental techniques (e.g. 
strange tagging), but different focus for parameter space (EF02 more focused on models).

M. Chiesa, arXiv:2003.13628
S. Hommiler D. Tuckler

arXiv:2004.14628



Highlights from EF03 - Top and Heavy Flavor Physics
Conveners: Reinhard Schwienhorst, Doreen Wackeroth 

• Prospects for precision measurements (HL-LHC, FCC, ILC, muon collider,…):
– top quark properties: mass, couplings

– study of rare processes: single top, ttZ, ttW, tZq, tttt, FCNC, … 

– precision measurements of a wide variety of observables and in new kinematic regimes: spin 
correlations, boosted top,  …

• Joined studies:
– M

top
 in Global Electroweak fits (with EF04)

– Top quark couplings and global EFT fits (with EF04)

– Top and HF in PDF fits: extraction of gluon PDF, alphas, ... (with EF06)

• Prospects for HF physics (b,c) at future colliders
– Bottom quark couplings

• Status of predictions and prospects for theory improvements:
– Interpretation of m

top
, new ideas for m

top
 measurements 

– Higher order QCD and EW corrections 

    
    



Highlights from EF04 - EW precision physics and constraining New Physics
Conveners: Alberto Belloni, Ayres Freitas, Junping Tian

Global SMEFT Fit Team: 
New effort, with ultimate goal (on timeline for 
Snowmass report) being a concrete 
realization of global Higgs/EW/top fit, 
including future lepton colliders and 
combinations of lepton and hadron colliders 

      What about outside Snowmass?
LHC EFT Working Group: systematic 
approach to details of implementation of EFT 
fits; the final goal is to provide recipes and 
recommendations to ease the comparison, 
combination, and utilization in theory studies of 
the measurements by the LHC Collaborations
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EF05 - Precision QCD

● Jet and jet substructure
● Higher-order effects and impact on precision QCD physics 
● Strong coupling constant and its running
● Quark masses
● W/Z(+jets) boson production
● Accuracy of future MC event generators 
● Impact of PDF fits and PDF-sensitive measurements 

EF06 - Hadronic structure and forward QCD

● PDF Fits and Generalized PDF
● Hadronic structure 
● Forward and soft QCD
● Hadron spectroscopy (with RF)

EF07 - Heavy Ions

● Physics of heavy ions (HI) and its impact on EF 
● Physics at electron-ion colliders

a.  BSM Searches in HI (with BSM groups)
b. EW physics in HI (with EW groups)
c. Jets in HI Highlights from 

QCD Topical Groups



Highlights from EF05 - Precision QCD
Conveners: Michael Begel, Stefan Hoeche, Michael Schmitt

Strong Coupling
● precision αs measurements at lepton colliders and in DIS, lattice-QCD determinations, ...

Precision observables
● Z lineshape at future e+e- colliders, Z & 𝜏 decay observables, energy-energy correlators, ...

Jet Physics
● jets and jet substructure at future colliders, azimuthal decorrelations, forward jets and dense systems, ...

Perturbative QCD calculations and MC simulations
● Les Houches higher-order wishlist, uncertainties in pQCD calculations and event generators, ...

Non-perturbative dynamics
● uncertainties in MC simulations of npQCD effects, QCD and hadronization studies at Belle II, ...

Close connection to EF06 / EF07:
● PDFs, forward physics & gluon saturation, EIC physics program, ...

Agendas and slides from presentations at : https://indico.fnal.gov/category/1139/

https://indico.fnal.gov/category/1139/


Highlights from EF06 - hadronic structure and forward QCD
Conveners: Huey-Wen Lin, Pavel Nadolsky, Christophe Royon

1. Hadron structure and Parton Distribution Functions 
• In-depth tests of QCD -- the unique QFT accessible in both perturbative and nonperturbative regimes
• Essential input for EW precision and BSM studies in hadron scattering
• 3-dimensional hadron structure, new PDF types (TMD’s, GPD’s, polarized, nuclear,…)

2. QCD at small momentum fractions, saturation, diffraction
• Transition to the high-density regime of QCD
• Increasingly relevant at the HL-LHC, FCC-hh, LHeC
• Impact on the design of new detectors at FCC, etc.

3. Nonperturbative models of hadrons and hadron spectroscopy
• PDFs on the lattice
• New exotic hadronic states at the LHC, B-factories, …
     (overlaps with Rare Processes & Precision Measurements Frontier)
• …

Agendas and slides from presentations at https://indico.fnal.gov/category/1140/

Ongoing work on contributions on N3LO PDFs, EIC, LHC Forward Physics Facility, tests of 
QCD in forward production, lattice calculations of PDFs, …

https://indico.fnal.gov/category/1140/


Highlights from EF07 - Heavy Ions
Conveners: Yen-Jie Lee, Swagato Mukherjee

Kept steady pace during the pause due to EIC Yellow Report and the Nuclear Physics long-range 
planning process starting soon.

Focused on questions of direct interest to EF:

● What is the best use of heavy-ion beams for the search of new physics?

● How do we use heavy-ion beam to improve the understanding of inclusive hadron and charm production?

● Heavy Flavor Production in Heavy Ion Collisions

● Jet and Jet Substructure in Heavy Ion Collisions

● EW Physics in Heavy Ion Collisions and the Impact to nuclear PDF

Agendas and slides from presentations at: https://indico.fnal.gov/category/1141/

https://indico.fnal.gov/category/1141/


Highlights from BSM Topical Groups
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EF08 - Model Specific explorations

● SUSY, Extra Dimensions, and Leptoquarks etc.
● Sensitivity, Reinterpretations of sensitivities (e.g. a long-lived particle 

as a Higgsino)
● Model parameter scans and comparisons with precision 

measurements (e.g. pMSSM scans)
a. SUSY: Strong (inclusive searches / gluino / squark), 3rd gen 

(stop, sbottom), EWKino, singlino, “Pure” higgsino, R-parity 
violating SUSY

b. Blackhole Mulitjets, RS Gravitons
c. pMSSM or other scans
d. Model-specific searches for excited fermions

EF09 - More General explorations

● New Fermions (Top partners, Excited Quarks/Leptons, Sterile Neutrinos etc.)
● New Bosons (W', Z', diboson-resonances etc.)
● Dark/Hidden sectors (ALP, dark photons etc.)
● BSM interplay with EFT (with EF04)

EF10 - Dark Matter at colliders

● Dark Matter and Dark Sector searches at EF colliders
● WIMP models: ew multiplet, vector/scalar mediator simplified models, 

and Higgs portal
● Models targeting different DM masses and couplings wrt WIMP, and 

portals through dark photon and generic dark scalar/pseudoscalar
● DM interpretation of searches for visible decays of mediators
● Complementarity with fixed target, direct detection (with CF & RF)
● Projections for FASER/CODEX-b/Mathusla, etc. (with RF)
● H/Z/top/mesons rare decays etc. (with EW groups)
● mono-X searches, MET Signatures

● Long-live particle signatures



Highlights from EF08 - BSM model-specific explorations
Conveners: Jim Hirschauer, Elliot Lipeles, Nausheen Shah

● Goal: 
○ Search studies + summaries, including results from other groups, 

interpreting them in a model context. 
● Model list to include: 

○ Eg: SUSY, Compositeness/Extra Dimensions, Leptoquarks 
(Others?)

● Work will include 
○ Search sensitivity estimates, 
○ Reinterpretations of sensitivity estimates from other groups (e.g. 

long-lived particle as Higgsino), and 
○ Model parameter scans and comparisons with precision 

measurements (for example pMSSM scans).



Highlights from EF09 - BSM general explorations
Conveners: Tulika Bose, Zhen Liu, Simone Pagan Griso

Heavy Bosons
Identified simplified models:

● Dilepton
● Dijets
● Diboson 

(VV, Vh, etc)
● Decays including

Heavy Neutrinos

Layout the basic reach of future collider programs 
comprehensively in these simplified modes.
Resonance search and EFT searches are both 
needed.

New Fermions
Discussed main benchmark models:

● Heavy Neutral Leptons
● Vector-like Quarks T, B, X5/3
● Leptoquarks, Top squark are covered through (EF08)

Some of these models not considered in the ES but 
would be extremely good to make statements on for 
Snowmass (e.g. Vector-like Quarks!)

Many new results, aim to identify gaps and call for 
contributions

Identify important benchmarks, explore new collider options, focus on the physics messages



Long-Lived Signatures
Explore more the interplay of (carefully designed!) 
central detector and dedicated experiments

● Important for both HL-LHC as well as future colliders

Well-defined benchmarks to compare the reach
● Colored LLP: gluino, mini-split SUSY

● Non-colored LLP: Higgsino, GMSB

● Higgs portal : Higgs to LLPs, neutral naturalness

● Disappearing Track : Higgsino reach and Wino reach

Signature-driven arguments to highlight different 
environments and opportunities

Highlights from EF09 - BSM general explorations

Other exotica
Think ahead to ensure we don’t miss unexpected 
new physics!

● Inclusive BSM searches

● AI-powered anomaly detection method

● ...



 Most active areas:

- Snowmass Dark Showers group (joint with EF09) - Suchita Kulkarni [th], Marie-Helene Genest [exp]

- Very general motivation: understand  LHC signatures when varying theory parameters (Nc, flavor, etc.)

- Organized a tutorial/workshop with experts during the Long Lived Particles Community Workshop
- Contribute Paper in preparation (see outline here):

- WIMPs at muon colliders
- There have been several studies on the search for WIMP dark matter (focusing on the so called Minimal Dark Matter scenario) at muon 

collider (with various energy and luminosity options), as well as a few more on-going work. 
- While it may not be as complete as the study for the 100 TeV pp collider for the briefing book, a set of basic results are available now to 

paint a big picture on this topic.  

- WIMPs and lighter DM at hadron/lepton colliders → see also next slide
- Some of our main contributors  graduated, some are back as PhD students starting in September, some are new
- One of the postdoc leaders of whitepaper also moving on to new jobs (!colliders) but want to keep contributing once Snowmass restarts
- Organizers have been asked to give a talk in EF10 parallel session

- New Wino/Higgsino studies with monojet signature ongoing - Andie Wall & Elliot Lipeles

Highlights from EF10 - Dark Matter at colliders
Conveners: Caterina Doglioni, LianTao Wang

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1114532/contributions/4703298/attachments/2380178/4066701/Introduction_270122.pdf


Work done within EF10 towards whitepaper was written up in Boyu Gao’s thesis (Undergraduate @ OSU → 

Graduate school @ Duke): Link to thesis: https://kb.osu.edu/handle/1811/92563 

Contribution from SEC  members (coordinated with  Matt LeBlanc and Grace Cummings) to compile list of 

DM @ collider curves for summary plots and update European Strategy:

Work also will include the planned DMWG whitepaper (and discussion with other Frontiers) on lowering the 

couplings for the simplified models used by the LHC

 

-

WIMPs and lighter DM at future colliders

https://kb.osu.edu/handle/1811/92563
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Muon Collider Forum: Physics Highlights

✦ High energy muon collider (6-10 TeV and above) has an incredible physics reach:
● Precision Standard Model studies (including detailed exploration of the Higgs boson)
● Access to trilinear and quartic (at higher energies) Higgs couplings 
● Searches for BSM with sensitivity way beyond what is achievable at the LHC and rivaling FCC-hh 
✦ Does 125 GeV Higgs Factory make sense as a staging option?

● Improved luminosity projections with new technology advancements 🡪 translates into better physics
● Small footprint and modest cost (tbd), physics while the multi-TeV ring is being built, reuse the injection 

complex
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Muon Collider: Accelerator and Detector Highlights

✦ R&D areas in both accelerator and detector 
technologies are being identified

✦ Accelerator: 
● High power targets (synergies with future neutrino and muon 

experiments?)
● High field magnets 
● High gradient normal conducting RF (NCRF) cavity for muon cooling
● Demonstration and improvements to the muon cooling scheme 🡪 

better luminosity performance

✦ Detectors
● Many novel ideas to mitigate effects of the Beam Induced Background
● 4D smart trackers, PF Calorimetry, novel reconstruction strategies 
● Preliminary evaluation of readout strategies and data rates
● Baseline reconstruction performance demonstrated; improvements 

ongoing

Track Resolution 

Performance of different muon cooling schemes



Working Towards the EF Report

Many ideas, new studies, new directions.

In all of them, the role of theory has been crucial and 
maintaining a close contact among EF and TF in this final 
phase will be very important to build good physics cases 
and highlight the role of theory in building them.



 Back-up slides



Motivate physics program of proposed future colliders

● See EF key questions and focus points (mainly theory motivated).
● Determine potential of each proposal to address some of these key questions. Our arguments rely 

on what we have and will learn through the LHC program including the HL-LHC.

Explore cutting-edge new ideas for calculating observables, modelling events, 
and interpreting collider data in searching for new physics.

● Perspective on new strategies for collider data analysis (machine learning, geometric techniques, 
new kinematic techniques, etc.)

● Unexplored/unconventional signatures: which ones, where, and how. 
● Perspective on new strategies for theoretical calculations: how to reach higher precision with new 

more effective techniques.

● New theoretical ideas/tools: scattering amplitude in connection with EFT, dispersion relation (test of 
QFT principles at colliders).

From Discussion at EF Restart Meeting (“Role of theory”)



Refine and fully deploy existing techniques for calculating observables, modelling 
events, and interpreting collider data in searching for new physics.

● Assess origin of theoretical uncertainties at all levels (PDF, matrix elements, parton shower) and identify 
areas where progress could have more impact.

● Understanding non-perturbative effects for hadron collider phenomenology.

● Interface of theoretical calculations with experimental measurements.
● More accurate modelling of complex signatures: precision in high-multiplicity, off-shell effects, etc. (aim for 

th-vs-exp comparison in fiducial volume)

● Complementarity and interplay between model-dependent and model-independent BSM searches: define 
clear strategies.

● Global fits of EW+Higgs+top+ … data: improve interpretation, assessment of validity, superior reach wrt 
model-specific analyses, reach of future lepton and hadron colliders.

● In general: highlight connections to specific colliders.
● ...


